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Abstract. Recently, Suzuki [T. Suzuki, A generalized Banach contraction principle that charac-
terizes metric completeness, Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 136 (2008), 1861-1869] proved a fixed
point theorem that is a generalization of the Banach contraction principle and characterizes the
metric completeness. Paesano and Vetro [D. Paesano and P. Vetro, Suzuki’s type characteriz-
ations of completeness for partial metric spaces and fixed points for partially ordered metric
spaces, Topology Appl., 159 (2012), 911-920] proved an analogous fixed point result for a self-
mapping on a partial metric space that characterizes the partial metric 0-completeness. In this
paper we prove a fixed point result for a new class of contractions of Berinde-Suzuki type on a
partial metric space. Moreover, using our results, as application we obtain a new characterization
of partial metric 0-completeness. Finally, we give a typical application of fixed point methods to
integral equation, by using our results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 2008, in order to characterize the completeness of underlying metric spaces,
Suzuki [14] introduced a weaker notion of contraction and proved the following the-
orem.

Theorem 1. Define a nonincreasing function � from Œ0;1/ onto .1=2;1� by

�.r/D

8<:
1 if 0� r � .

p
5�1/=2

.1� r/r�2 if .
p
5�1/=2 < r < 2�1=2

.1C r/�1 if 2�1=2 � r < 1:

Then for a metric space .X;d/, the following are equivalent:
(i) X is complete.
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(ii) There exists r 2 .0;1/ such that every mapping T on X satisfying the follow-
ing has a fixed point:

�.r/d.x;T x/� d.x;y/ implies d.T x;Ty/� rd.x;y/ for all x;y 2X:

In 1994 Matthews [9] introduced the notion of a partial metric space as a part of
the study of denotational semantics of data for networks, showing that the contraction
mapping principle can be generalized to the partial metric context for applications in
program verification.

Recently, Romaguera [13] proved that a partial metric space is 0-complete if and
only if every Caristi type mapping on X has a fixed point. The result of Romaguera
extended Kirk’s [7] characterization of metric completeness to a kind of complete
partial metric spaces.

In [11], Paesano and Vetro proved the following result.

Theorem 2. Let .X;p/ be a 0-complete partial metric space and T be a self-
mapping on X . Define a nonincreasing function � W Œ0;1/! .1=2;1� by

�.r/D

8<:
1 if 0� r � .

p
5�1/=2

.1� r/r�2 if .
p
5�1/=2 < r < 2�1=2

.1C r/�1 if 2�1=2 � r < 1:

Assume that there exists r 2 Œ0;1/ such that

�.r/p.x;T x/� p.x;y/ implies p.T x;Ty/� rp.x;y/ (1.1)

for all x;y 2X . Then there exists a unique fixed point ´ of T . Moreover lim
n!C1

T nxD

´ for all x 2X .

In this paper, in the framework of partial metric spaces, we prove fixed point results
for a class of weaker contractive self-mappings of Berinde-Suzuki type (see [2,3,14]).
We deduce, also, common fixed point results for two self-mappings. Moreover, us-
ing our results, as application we obtain a new characterization of partial metric 0-
completeness in terms of fixed point. This characterization extends Suzuki’s char-
acterization of metric completeness. Finally, we give a typical application of fixed
point methods to integral equation, by using our results.

2. PRELIMINARIES

First, we recall some definitions of partial metric spaces that can be found in [4,
6, 8–11, 13, 15] and references therein. A partial metric on a nonempty set X is a
function p WX �X ! Œ0;C1/ such that for all x;y;´ 2X :

(p1/ x D y, p.x;x/D p.x;y/D p.y;y/;
(p2) p.x;x/� p.x;y/;
(p3) p.x;y/D p.y;x/;
(p4) p.x;y/� p.x;´/Cp.´;y/�p.´;´/.
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A partial metric space is a pair .X;p/ such that X is a nonempty set and p is a
partial metric onX . It is clear that, if p.x;y/D 0, then from .p1/ and .p2/ it follows
that x D y. But if x D y, p.x;y/ may not be 0. A basic examples of partial metric
spaces is the pair .Œ0;C1/;p/, where p.x;y/Dmaxfx;yg. Notice that the function
ps WX �X ! Œ0;C1/ defined by

ps.x;y/D 2p.x;y/�p.x;x/�p.y;y/;

is a metric on X , induced by the partial metric p.
Each partial metric p on X generates a T0 topology �p on X , which has as a base

the family of open p-balls fBp.x;�/ W x 2X;� > 0g, where

Bp.x;�/D fy 2X W p.x;y/ < p.x;x/C �g;

for all x 2X , � > 0.
Let .X;p/ be a partial metric space. A sequence fxng in .X;p/ converges to a

point x 2 X if and only if p.x;x/D lim
n!C1

p.x;xn/. A sequence fxng in .X;p/ is

called a Cauchy sequence if there exists (and is finite) lim
n;m!C1

p.xn;xm/. Also, a

sequence fxng is a Cauchy sequence in .X;p/ if and only if it is a Cauchy sequence
in the metric space .X;ps/. A partial metric space .X;p/ is said to be complete if
every Cauchy sequence fxng in X converges, with respect to �p, to a point x 2 X
such that p.x;x/D lim

n;m!C1
p.xn;xm/. Moreover, .X;p/ is complete if and only if

the metric space .X;ps/ is complete.
A sequence fxng in .X;p/ is called 0-Cauchy if lim

n;m!C1
p.xn;xm/D 0. We say

that .X;p/ is 0-complete if every 0-Cauchy sequence inX converges, with respect to
�p, to a point x 2X such that p.x;x/D 0.

Lemma 1 (Lemma 2 in [11]). Let .X;p/ be a partial metric space and
fxng � X . If xn! x 2X and p.x;x/ D 0, then lim

n!C1
p.xn;´/ D p.x;´/ for all

´ 2X .

Lemma 2 (Lemma 1 in [11]). Let .X;p/ be a partial metric space and fxng �X
a 0-Cauchy sequence. The sequence fp.x;xn/g is Cauchy in R for all x 2X .

Let X be a non-empty set and T;f W X ! X . The mappings T and f are said to
be weakly compatible if they commute at their coincidence point (i.e. Tf x D f T x
whenever T x D f x). A point y 2 X is called point of coincidence of T and f if
there exists a point x 2 X such that y D T x D f x. We denote with F.T / WD fy 2
X W Ty D yg the set of fixed points of T , and with PC.T;f / WD fy 2 X W T x D
f x D y for some x 2Xg the set of points of coincidence of T and f . The following
lemma is obvious.

Lemma 3. Let X be a non-empty set and let T;f WX!X be weakly compatible.
If T and f have a unique point of coincidence v in X , then v is a unique common
fixed point of T and f .
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Let X be a nonempty set together with a partial order, that is, a binary relation �
which is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive. Then .X;�/ is said to be a partially
ordered set and x;y 2 X are called comparable if one of the elements precedes the
other (x � y or y � x). Also, if .X;p/ is a partial metric space then .X;p;�/ is
called an ordered partial metric space. Let f;T WX !X be two mappings, T is said
to be f -increasing if f x � fy implies T x � Ty for all x;y 2X . If f is the identity
mapping on X , then T is increasing. If T x � Ty whenever x;y 2X and x � y, then
T is said to be nondecreasing.

Lemma 4. Let .X;p/ be a 0-complete partial metric space and let fxng � X .
Assume that there exists r 2 Œ0;1/ such that

p.xn;xnC1/� rp.xn�1;xn/ (2.1)

for all n 2 N. Then there exists ´ 2 X such that lim
n!C1

p.xn;´/ D p.´;´/ D 0.

Further, there exists a subsequence fxn.k/g of fxng such that

p.´;xn.k/C1/� p.´;xn.k// for al l k 2N: (2.2)

Proof. From (2.1), we deduce that

p.xj�1Cn;xjCn/� r
np.xj�1;xj / (2.3)

for all n;j 2 N. This implies that fxng is a 0-Cauchy sequence. As .X;p/ is 0-
complete, there exists ´ 2X such that lim

n!C1
p.xn;´/D p.´;´/D 0.

Now, we show that there exists a subsequence fxn.k/g of fxng such that (2.2) holds.
Arguing by contradiction, we assume that there exists � 2N such that

p.´;xj / > p.´;xj�1/ for all j � �: (2.4)

By induction on n from (2.4), we deduce that

p.´;xj�1Cn/ > p.´;xj�1/ for all j;n 2N; j � �: (2.5)

Now by (2.3), we get that

p.xj�1Cn;xj�1/� p.xj�1;xj /C�� �Cp.xj�2Cn;xj�1Cn/�

jCn�2X
kDj

p.xk;xk/

� .1C�� �C rn�1/p.xj�1;xj /

�
1

1� r
p.xj�1;xj /:

As n!C1, by Lemma 1, we obtain that p.´;xj�1/ �
1

1� r
p.xj�1;xj / for all

j 2N. This implies that

p.´;xj�1Cn/�
1

1� r
p.xj�1Cn;xjCn/�

rn

1� r
p.xj�1;xj / (2.6)
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for all n;j 2N. By .2:5/ and .2:6/ we get

p.´;xj�1/ <
rn

1� r
p.xj�1;xj / for all n 2N; j � �:

From this relation, as n!C1, we obtain that p.´;xj�1/ � 0, that is ´D xj�1 for
all j � �, which is in contradiction with .2:4/. Hence, there exists a subsequence
fxn.k/g of fxng such that (2.2) holds. �

3. FIXED POINT THEOREM IN PARTIAL METRIC SPACES

We start this section by presenting a fixed point theorem.

Theorem 3. Let .X;p/ be a 0-complete partial metric space and T be a mapping
on X . Assume that there exist r 2 Œ0;1/ and L� 0 such that

p.y;T x/� p.y;x/ implies p.T x;Ty/� rp.x;y/CL.p.y;T x/�p.y;y// (3.1)

for all x;y 2X . Then T has a fixed point in X . Moreover, if rCL< 1 there exists a
unique fixed point ´ of T .

Proof. By .p2/, we have p.T x;T x/ � p.T x;x/ for every x 2 X . By (3.1), we
get that

p.T x;T 2x/� rp.x;T x/CL.p.T x;T x/�p.T x;T x//D rp.x;T x/; (3.2)

for every x 2 X . Now, we fix x0 2 X and define a sequence fxng � X by xn D
T nx0 D T xn�1, for all n 2N. From (3.2), we deduce that

p.xn;xnC1/� rp.xn�1;xn/;

that is (2.1) holds for all n 2 N. By Lemma 4, there exists ´ 2 X such that
lim

n!C1
p.xn;´/D p.´;´/D 0 and a subsequence fxn.k/g of fxng such that

p.´;xn.k/C1/� p.´;xn.k//; for all k 2N:

Now, using (3.1) and p.´;´/D 0, we obtain that

p.T xn.k/;T ´/� rp.xn.k/;´/CLp.´;xn.k/C1/ for all k 2N:

As k!C1, by Lemma 1, we get

p.´;T ´/� .rCL/p.´;´/D 0

and hence T ´ D ´, that is ´ is a fixed point of T . Now, we assume that rCL < 1
and let y 2X be another fixed point of T with y ¤ ´. Then, we have

p.´;y/D p.´;Ty/� p.´;y/

and, by (3.1), we get

p.y;´/D p.Ty;T ´/� rp.y;´/CLp.´;Ty/�Lp.´;´/� .rCL/p.y;´/:

This is possible only if p.´;y/D 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore ´ is a unique
fixed point of T . �
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Example 1. Let X D f0;1g [ Œr�1;4�, where r 2 .3=4;1/, be endowed with the
partial metric p.x;y/Dmaxfx;yg and T WX !X be defined by

T x D

�
0 if x 2 f0;1g;
1 if x 2 Œr�1;4�:

For every x;y 2X we have:

p.y;T x/D

8<:
y if x 2 f0;1g;
y if y 2 Œr�1;4�;
maxf1;yg if x 2 Œr�1;4�

and hence p.y;T x/ � p.y;x/ and p.T x;Ty/ � rp.x;y/ for all x;y 2 X . So T
satisfies the condition (3.1) in Theorem 3 with LD 0.

Since .X;p/ is a 0-complete partial metric space, using Theorem 3, we deduce
that T has a unique fixed point.

Example 2. Let X D Œ0;1�[ Œr�1;4�, where r 2 .3=4;1/, be endowed with the
partial metric

p.x;y/D

�
jx�yj if x;y 2 Œ0;1�
maxfx;yg if fx;yg\ Œr�1;4�¤¿

and T WX !X be defined by

T x D

�
x if x 2 Œ0;1�
1 if x 2 Œr�1;4�;

For every x;y 2X , we deduce easily that

p.y;T x/� p.y;x/ and p.T x;Ty/� rp.x;y/CL.p.y;T x/�p.y;y//;

where L� 1� r . So T satisfy the condition (3.1) in Theorem 3 with L� 1� r .
Since .X;p/ is a 0-complete partial metric space, using Theorem 3, we deduce

that T has a fixed point.

Now, we use the following lemma, that is a consequence of the axiom of choice, to
obtain common fixed point results for two self-mappings defined on a partial metric
space.

Lemma 5 (Lemma 2.1 in [5]). Let X be a non-empty set and f WX !X a map-
ping. Then there exists a subset E � X such that fE D fX and f W E ! X is
one-to-one.

Theorem 4. Let .X;p/ be a partial metric space and let T;f be self-mappings on
X , such that TX � fX . Assume that there exists r 2 Œ0;1/ and L� 0 such that

p.fy;T x/� p.fy;f x/ implies

p.T x;Ty/� rp.f x;fy/CL.p.fy;T x/�p.fy;fy// (3.3)
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for all x;y 2 X . Then T and f have a point of coincidence in X . Moreover, if
r CL < 1, T and f are weakly compatible and fX is 0-complete, then T and f
have a unique common fixed point.

Proof. By Lemma 5, there exists E � X such that fE D fX and f W E! X is
one-to-one. Define

S W fE! fE by Sf x D T x for all f x 2 fE:

Since f is one-to-one on E and TX � fX , S is well defined. By condition .3:3/,
for all f x;fy 2 fE, we have

p.fy;Sf x/� p.fy;f x/

implies

p.Sf x;Sfy/� rp.f x;fy/CL.p.fy;Sf x/�p.fy;fy//:

Then, since fE is 0-complete, by Theorem 3, we have that S has a fixed point on
fE, say f ´. This implies that uD f ´D T ´ is a point of coincidence of T and f .
Now, we assume that rCL < 1 and we prove that T and f have a unique point of
coincidence. Let f w be another point of coincidence of T and f with f w ¤ f ´.
Since p.f w;T ´/� p.f w;f ´/, using (3.3) we get that

p.T ´;T w/� rp.f ´;f w/CL.p.f w;T ´/�p.f w;f w//� .rCL/p.T ´;T w/

which is a contradiction and hence T and f have a unique point of coincidence. In
conclusion, since T and f are weakly compatible, by Lemma 3, we have that f ´ is
the unique common fixed point of T and f . �

4. FIXED POINT THEOREMS ON ORDERED PARTIAL METRIC SPACES.

In this section we prove fixed point results on the framework of ordered partial
metric spaces. For some interesting papers in this direction on metric spaces, we
refer to [1, 11, 12].

Theorem 5. Let .X;�/ be a partially ordered set and suppose that there exists a
partial metric p on X such that the partial metric space .X;p/ is 0-complete. Let
T W X ! X be an increasing mapping with respect to �. Assume that there exists
r 2 Œ0;1/ and L� 0 such that

p.y;T x/� p.y;x/ implies p.T x;Ty/� rp.x;y/CL.p.y;T x/�p.y;y// (4.1)

for all comparable x;y 2X with x ¤ y. If the following conditions hold:
(i) there exists x0 2X such that x0 � T x0;

(ii) for an increasing sequence fxng �X converging to x 2X , we have xn � x,
for all n 2N;

then T has a fixed point in X . Moreover, if
(iii) for all x;y 2F.T / there exists v 2X such that x;v and y;v are comparable;
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(iv) rCL< 1,
then T has a unique fixed point.

Proof. Let x0 2 X such that x0 � T x0. If x0 D T x0, then the result is proved.
Hence, we suppose x0 � T x0. Define a sequence fxng � X such that xnC1 D
T nC1x0 D T xn, for all n 2N. Since T is increasing and x0 � T x0, we have

x0 � T x0 D x1 � T
2x0 D x2 � � � � � xn � � � �

and so fxng is an increasing sequence.
Note that p.xn;T xn�1/ � p.xn;xn�1/ holds for all n 2 N. Since xn and xn�1

are comparable for all n 2N, from .4:1/ with x D xn�1 and y D xn, we deduce that

p.xn;xnC1/� rp.xn�1;xn/CL.p.xn;xn/�p.xn;xn//D rp.xn�1;xn/:

This implies that (2.1) holds for all n 2N. By Lemma 4, we deduce that there exist
´2X with p.´;´/D 0 and a subsequence fxn.k/g of fxng such that lim

n!C1
p.xn;´/D

p.´;´/ and
p.´;xn.k/C1/� p.´;xn.k// for all k 2N:

By .i i/, we have that ´ is comparable with xn.k/ ¤ ´ for all k and, by condition
.4:1/ and p.´;´/D 0, we obtain

p.xn.k/C1;T ´/� rp.xn.k/;´/CLp.´;xn.k/C1/ for all k 2N:

Taking the limit as k!C1, we deduce that p.´;T ´/� .rCL/p.´;´/D 0 and so
T ´D ´. Hence ´ is a fixed point of T .

Now, we assume that hypotheses .i i i/ and .iv/ hold and we prove the uniqueness
of the fixed point. Suppose that there exists y 2X such that Ty D y, with y ¤ ´. We
have two possible cases:
Case 1. y and ´ are comparable. Then, since

p.´;y/D p.´;Ty/� p.´;y/

by .4:1/, it follows that

p.y;´/D p.Ty;T ´/� rp.y;´/CL.p.´;Ty/�p.´;´//� .rCL/p.y;´/;

which is possible only if p.y;´/D 0, which leads to contradiction.
Case 2. y and ´ are not comparable. In this case, there exists v 2 X n fy;´g, com-
parable with y and with ´. Since T is increasing with respect to �, it follows that
T n�1y, T n�1v are comparable and T n�1y ¤ T n�1v for all n 2N. Now, since

p.T n�1v;T ny/� p.T n�1v;T n�1y/ for all n 2N;

by .4:1/, we obtain that

p.T ny;T nv/� rp.T n�1y;T n�1v/CL.p.T n�1v;T ny/�p.T n�1v;T n�1v//

� .rCL/p.T n�1y;T n�1v/
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for all n 2N. Iterating this process, it follows that

p.T ny;T nv/� .rCL/p.T n�1y;T n�1v/� � � � � .rCL/np.y;v/;

that is p.T ny;T nv/! 0 as n! C1. With similar arguments, we deduce that
p.T n´;T nv/! 0 as n!C1. Hence,

0 < p.y;´/D p.T ny;T n´/� p.T ny;T nv/Cp.T nv;T n´/! 0

as n!C1, which is a contradiction.
In both cases, we deduce that T has a unique fixed point. �

From the above theorem, we deduce the following consequence.

Corollary 1. Let .X;�/ be a partially ordered set and suppose that there exists
a partial metric p on X such that the partial metric space .X;p/ is 0-complete. Let
T W X ! X be an increasing mapping with respect to �. Assume that there exist
r 2 Œ0;1/ and L� 0 such that

p.y;T x/� p.y;x/ implies p.T x;Ty/� rp.x;y/CL.p.y;T x/�p.y;y// (4.2)

for all comparable x;y 2X . If the following conditions hold:
(i) there exists x0 2X such that x0 � T x0;

(ii) for an increasing sequence fxng �X converging to x 2X , we have xn � x,
for all n 2N;

then T has a fixed point in X . Moreover, if
(iii) for all x;y 2F.T / there exists v 2X such that x;v and y;v are comparable;
(iv) rCL< 1,

then T has a unique fixed point.

Example 3. Let X D Œ0;1�[ Œr�1;4�, where r 2 .3=4;1/, be endowed with the
partial metric

p.x;y/D

�
jx�yj if x;y 2 Œ0;1�;
maxfx;yg if fx;yg\ Œr�1;4�¤¿;

and a partial order � on X defined by x � y if:

x D y; x � y and x;y 2 Œ0;1�\Q or x 2 Œ0;1� and y 2 Œr�1;4�:

Then .X;p;�/ is a 0-complete ordered partial metric space. The mapping T WX!X

defined by

T x D

8<:
x=2 if x 2 Œ0;1�\Q;
x
1Cx

if x 2 Œ0;1�nQ;
1 if x 2 Œr�1;4�;

is increasing with respect to �. In order to show that T satisfies the condition (4.2)
in Corollary 1, we consider the following cases:
Case 1. x � y and x;y 2 Œ0;1�\Q, then p.T x;Ty/D 1

2
p.x;y/.
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Case 2. x 2 Œ0;1� and y 2 Œr�1;4�, then

p.T x;Ty/D 1�T x � 1D rr�1 � ry D r p.x;y/:

So T satisfies the condition (4.2) in Corollary 1 with LD 0.
Hence Corollary 1 applies and T has a unique fixed point.
Note that the mapping T does not satisfy the condition (3.1) of Theorem 3, in

fact for x 2 Œ0;1� nQ and y D T x, we have p.y;T x/D 0 < p.x;y/. If there exist
r 2 Œ0;1� and L� 0 such that (4.1) holds, then

p.T x;Ty/D
x�y

.1Cx/.1Cy/

� r.x�y/CL.p.y;T x/�p.y;y//

D r.x�y/:

This implies that
1

.1Cx/.1Cy/
� r

and letting x! 0 we get that 1� r , which is a contradiction.

Theorem 6. Let .X;�/ be a partially ordered set and let T;f be self-mappings
onX , such that T is f -increasing and TX � fX . Suppose that there exists a partial
metric p on X such that fX is a 0-complete subset of X . Assume that there exists
r 2 Œ0;1/ and L� 0 such that

p.fy;T x/� p.fy;f x/ implies

p.T x;Ty/� rp.f x;fy/CL.p.fy;T x/�p.fy;fy// (4.3)

for all comparable f x;fy 2X . If the following conditions hold:
(i) there exists x0 2X such that f x0 � T x0;

(ii) for every increasing sequence fxng�X converging to x 2X we have xn� x,
for all n 2N;

(iii) for all x;y 2 PC.T;f / there exists v 2 fX such that x;v and y;v are com-
parable and T and f are weakly compatible;

(iv) rCL< 1,
then T and f have a unique common fixed point.

Proof. By Lemma 5, there exists E � X such that fE D fX and f W E! X is
one-to-one. Define

S W fE! fE by Sf x D T x for all f x 2 fE:

Since f is one-to-one on E and since TX � fX , S is well defined. By hypothesis
.4:3/, for all comparable f x;fy 2 fE, we have

p.fy;Sf x/� p.fy;f x/
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implies

p.Sf x;Sfy/� rp.f x;fy/CL.p.fy;Sf x/�p.fy;fy//:

Furthermore, since T is f -increasing, we obtain that for all x;y 2E,

f x � fy implies Sf x D T x � Ty D Sfy;

that is S is increasing on fE. Now, we note that if f ´ is a fixed point of S , then
f ´ 2 PC.T;f /. So, condition .i i i/ of Theorem 6 ensures that condition .i i i/ of
Corollary 1 holds. Then, since fE is 0-complete, by Corollary 1, we have that S has
a unique fixed point on fE, say f ´, if rCL< 1.

Now, we assume that rCL < 1 and we prove that T and f have a unique point
of coincidence. Let fy 2 PC.T;f / with fy ¤ f ´. Proceeding as in Corollary 1,
Case 1 if fy and f ´ are comparable or Case 2 if fy and f ´ are not comparable,
we deduce that fy D f ´. In conclusion, since T and f are weakly compatible, by
Lemma 3, we have that f ´ is the unique common fixed point of T and f . �

5. COMPLETENESS IN PARTIAL METRIC SPACES AND FIXED POINTS

In this section we characterize those partial metric spaces for which every self-
mapping of Berinde-Suzuki type has a fixed point in the style of Suzuki’s characteriz-
ation of metric completeness. This will be done by means of the notion of 0-complete
partial metric space which was introduced by Romaguera in [13].

Theorem 7. For a partial metric space .X;p/ the following are equivalent:
(i) .X;p/ is 0-complete;

(ii) There exsist r 2 .0;1/ and L� 0 such that every mapping T on X satisfying
the following has a fixed point:

p.y;T x/� p.y;x/ implies p.T x;Ty/� rp.x;y/CL.p.y;T x/�p.y;y//

for all x;y 2X .

Proof. By Theorem 3, (i) implies (ii). Let us prove that (ii) implies (i). We assume
(ii). Arguing by contradiction, we also assume that .X;p/ is not 0-complete, that is,
there exists a 0-Cauchy sequence fyng which does not converge.

Define a function fromX into Œ0;C1/ by f xD lim
n!C1

p.x;yn/ for x 2X . Since,

by Lemma 2, the sequence fp.x;yn/g is Cauchy in R for all x 2X , then the function
f is well defined. The following are obvious:

P1) f x > 0 for all x 2X .
In fact, if f x D lim

n!C1
p.x;yn/ D 0 then p.x;x/ D 0 and lim

n!C1
yn D x,

which is a contradiction.
P2) lim

n!C1
fyn D lim

n;m!C1
p.yn;ym/D 0.

P3) f x�fy � p.x;y/� f xCfy for all x;y 2X .
It follows from
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� p.x;y/� p.x;yn/Cp.yn;y/�p.yn;yn/;
� p.x;yn/� p.x;y/Cp.y;yn/�p.y;y/.

Now, by P1/ and P2/, there exists � W X !N such that fy�.x/ �
r

3C2r
f x for

each x 2X . Define T WX !X , by T x D y�.x/. Then it is obvious that

f T x �
r

3C2r
f x and T x 2 fyn W n 2Ng;

for all x 2 X . T does not have a fixed point, since T x ¤ x for all x 2 X because
f T x < f x. Fix x;y 2 X with p.y;T x/ � p.x;y/. In the case where f x > 2fy,
by P3/, we have

p.T x;Ty/� f T xCf Ty <
r

3
.f xCfy/

<
r

3
.f xCfy/C

2r

3
.f x�2fy/

D r.f x�fy/� rp.x;y/:

In the other case, where f x � 2fy, we have

p.x;y/� p.y;T x/� fy�f T x

� fy�
r

3C2r
f x �

�
1�

2r

3C2r

�
fy

D
3C2r �2r

3C2r
fy D

3

3C2r
fy

and hence

p.T x;Ty/� f T xCf Ty �
r

3C2r
.f xCfy/

�
3r

3C2r
fy � rp.x;y/:

By (ii), T has a fixed point which leads to contradiction. Hence we obtain that X
is 0-complete. This completes the proof. �

6. APPLICATION TO INTEGRAL EQUATION

In this section we give a typical application of fixed point methods to integral
equation, by using our theorems in ordered partial metric spaces. Here, we consider
the following integral equation:

x.t/D g.t/C

Z t

0

K.t;s;x.s//ds; for all t 2 Œ0;I �; (6.1)

where I > 0. Let X D C.Œ0;I �;R/ be the space of all continuous functions defined
on Œ0;I �. Notice that C.Œ0;I �/ endowed with the metric

d.x;y/D kx�yk1 D max
t2Œ0;I �

jx.t/�y.t/j
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is a complete metric space. In the sequel, we consider X equipped with the partial
order � given by

x;y 2X; x � y” .x.t/� y.t/ and kxk1;kyk1 � 1/ or .x.t/D y.t//;

for all t 2 Œ0;I �.

Now, we state and prove our theorem:

Theorem 8. Let T W C.Œ0;I �/! C.Œ0;I �/ be the operator defined by

T .x/.t/D g.t/C

Z t

0

K.t;s;x.s//ds; for all t 2 Œ0;I �:

Suppose that the following conditions hold:
(i) K 2 C.Œ0;I �� Œ0;I ��R;R/ and g 2X ;

(ii) K.t;s; �/ W R! R is increasing, for all t; s 2 Œ0;I �;
(iii) there exists x0 2X such that

x0.t/� g.t/C

Z t

0

K.t;s;x0.s//ds; for all t 2 Œ0;I �I

(iv) there exist r 2 Œ0;1/, L > 0 and a continuous function G W Œ0;I �� Œ0;I �!
Œ0;C1/ such that

p.y;T .x//� p.y;x/

implies

jK.t;s;x.s//�K.t;s;y.s//j � rI�1jx.s/�y.s/jCG.t;s/jy.s/�T .x/.s/j;

for all t; s 2 Œ0;I � and x;y 2 R with x � y;
(v) maxt2Œ0;I �

R t
0 G.t;s/ds D L;

(vi) kT .x/k1 � 1 whenever kxk1 � 1 for x 2X .
Then (6.1) has at least one solution x� 2 X . Moreover, if rCL < 1, then T has a
unique fixed point.

Proof. First, condition (iii) implies that x0 � T .x0/, that is condition (i) of The-
orem 5 holds true. Clearly, by condition (ii) the operator T is increasing. Also, in
[6], the authors showed that .X;�/ satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 5. Now, let X
be endowed with the partial metric defined by

p.x;y/D

(
d.x;y/ if kxk1;kyk1 � 1;
d.x;y/CL otherwise:

Notice that .X;p/ is 0-complete but is not complete. Indeed we have

ps.x;y/D

(
2d.x;y/ if .kxk1;kyk1 � 1/ or .kxk1;kyk1 > 1/;
2d.x;y/CL otherwise;
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and so .X;ps/ is not complete.
By definition of T it is clear that x� 2 X is a solution of (6.1) if and only if x� is a
fixed point of T . Then, let x;y 2X such that x � y. From condition (iv), we deduce
that

jT .x/.t/�T .y/.t/j D

ˇ̌̌̌Z t

0

K.t;s;x.s//�K.t;s;y.s//ds

ˇ̌̌̌
�

Z t

0

jK.t;s;x.s//�K.t;s;y.s//jds

�

Z t

0

ŒrI�1jx.s/�y.s/jCG.t;s/jy.s/�T .x/.s/j�ds:

On routine calculations, for all x;y 2X with x � y, since kxk1;kyk1 � 1, we have

p.T .x/;T .y//� rp.x;y/CLp.y;T .x//:

Therefore, without loss of generality, we write

p.y;T .x//� p.y;x/H) p.T .x/;T .y//� rp.x;y/CLp.y;T .x//;

for all comparable x;y 2X with x¤ y. Therefore, (4.1) holds true for all comparable
x;y 2 X with x ¤ y, since p.y;y/D d.x;y/D 0. Thus, Theorem 5 applies to this
case and so we deduce that the operator T has a fixed point x� 2 X , which is a
solution of the integral equation (6.1). Now, if rCL < 1, since x and maxfx;yg as
well as y and maxfx;yg are comparable for all x;y 2 X , we get that the operator T
has a unique fixed point x� 2 X , which is a unique solution of the integral equation
(6.1). �
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